To
The Principal,
Lt. Sunil Ramsinh Chunawale Ayurved Mahavidyalaya,
Deendayal Nagar, Tq Chikhli,
Distt. Buldana-443201,
Maharashtra.
Contact No.: 07264-244330
E-mail: sreprincipal@rediffmail.com

Sub: Grant of Conditional Permission to Lt. Sunil Ramsinh Chunawale Ayurved Mahavidyalaya, Deendayal Nagar, Tq Chikhli, Distt. Buldana-443201, Maharashtra with 60 seats in UG (BAMS) course for the academic session 2020-21 under section 13A/13C of the IMCC Act, 1970- reg.

Sir/Madam,

I am directed to refer to the Ministry’s letter No. L-14014/306/2019-EP-1 dated 12.07.2019 related to admission matter for the academic year 2019-20, intimating certain requirements to be fulfilled by the college for consideration of permission for the academic session 2020-21.

2. Further, refer to the CCIM’s letter No. Ref.3-3/2020-Ay (40) dated 29.09.2020 forwarding therewith recommendation of the college to the Central Government based on thorough examination of the visitation report Part-I, indemnity bond, affidavit & latest details of teaching, non-teaching and hospital staff submitted by the college along with the assessment report, as the physical verification by conduction of inspection could not be carried out in view of present COVID-19 pandemic situation for the A.Y. 2020-21. On examining the same, it is found that, the college is not fulfilling the requirement related to Website as specified in sub-regulation (2) of regulation 9 of RMS, 2016 and therefore, an opportunity for Hearing/Compliance to update the website by 09.10.2020 was granted to the college under the provision of IMCC Act, 1970.

3. The Compliance submitted by the college and recommendations & assessment report of the CCIM have been carefully examined in terms of Regulation 3 of the “Indian Medicine Central Council (Requirements of Minimum Standard for under-graduate Ayurveda Colleges and attached Hospitals) Regulations, 2016”, provisions under the IMCC Act, 1970, relevant regulations made thereunder and it is found that the College is fulfilling notified and approved criterion for granting Conditional Permission for UG (BAMS) course.

4. It has, therefore, been decided by the Central Government to grant Conditional Permission to Lt. Sunil Ramsinh Chunawale Ayurved Mahavidyalaya, Deendayal Nagar, Tq Chikhli, Distt. Buldana-443201, Maharashtra for conducting 60 seats in UG (BAMS) course for the academic session 2020-21 under Section 13C/13A of the IMCC Act, 1970, subject to the following:

Pracharini